ADHESIVE/MASTIC BETWEEN BRICK AND PANEL: APPLY IN DABS OR VERTICAL BEADS -DO NOT APPLY HORIZONTALLY

BUILDING SHEATHING

BUILDING WRAP/ WATER INFILTRATION BARRIER

NON-CORROSIVE FASTENER WITH WAFER-HEAD DESIGN

BRICK-FAST "Type McN" PANEL

2" RIGID INSULATION

ADHESIVE OVER SUPPORT CLIP TYP.

McNEAR THIN BRICK

MORTAR

MORTAR CLIP

NOTE:
1. GLUE ON TABS IS TO BE URETHANE ADHESIVE.

BRICK-FAST™ Type McN

CAST STONE HEAD DETAIL  DN: FBS

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"  6-15-17 AP: C.S. R.A.